Coffee culture

Collar cocktail shaker 500 ml
and measuring cup 2 & 4 cl
Art. no. 424

Collar coffee grinder
Art. no. 423

Collar espresso maker
Art. no. 420

Collar milk jug
Art. no. 421

Collar sugar bowl
Art. no. 422

The Collar
collection

Italian design duo Daniel Debiasi and Federico Sandri created
the Collar collection especially for all coffee aficionados.
The classic Italian stovetop espresso maker, also known as
a “moka pot”, is the ultimate tool for making a professional,
full-bodied brew at home. The Collar collection has a beautiful
silhouette with a touch of Scandinavian design aesthetics.

“The combination of brass and blackcoated metal makes the Collar shaker
a ‘personal’ object rather than a tool.”
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Stelton is a Danish design company with strong roots in the
Scandinavian design tradition. The functional and contemporary designs
of Daniel Debiasi and Federico Sandri combined with Stelton’s stringent,
minimalist DNA have proven to be the perfect match for a unique collection.
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